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This paper had its genesis in the author’s inability to reconcile modern accounts of the discovery of 

the Zulu impi at Isandlwana with the primary sources, both Zulu and British. It was only with the 

publication of a recent work on the battle of Isandlwana, however, and its re-examination of some of 

the evidence, (1) that further light was focused on the problem. This paper, then, attempts to 

determine the actual location of the discovery based, not only on the primary evidence, but on the 

use of that crucial factor: time. The writer must state, as a prerequisite, that it is his opinion that the 

location of the Zulu bivouac on the night of 21
st
/22

nd
 January, 1879, was to be found in the ravine of 

the Ngwebeni stream, below Mabaso hill, and extending south then east along the stream from that 

point.(2)  

     The misconception concerning the discovery is advanced in most modern narratives, which do 

little either to elucidate or eliminate the obscurity, merely echoing the error from one original 

source. Consider the following: 

 For a time all was quiet. Then a group of Raw’s men saw a few Zulu herding a small group 

of cattle up a slope some distance ahead. Kicking up their horses, they gave chase. The 

slope was a full four miles from the head of the spur, and they were soon out of sight of 

Cavaye’s men and most of their companions. The Zulu herders ran over the crest of the 

slope and disappeared, and the cattle slowed on the rise and stopped. One of the pursuers 

cantered up beside them, and in sudden alarm pulled his horse up just in time to prevent a 

tumble over the edge of a wide, deep ravine that lay just beyond the rise. Then, in 

astonishment, he stared into the ravine itself. Closely packed and sitting in utter silence, 

covering the floor of the ravine and perched on the steeply rising sides, stretched as far as 

the eye could see in both directions, were over 20,000 Zulu. The main impi had finally been 

located. (3) 

 

     The prose is perfect and the drama exemplary, but how much of it is substantiated by the 

evidence? Precious little, to be brutally frank. The fundamental error made by Morris was to assume 

that the discovery of the Zulu impi was made in the same place as that in which it was bivouacked, 

and this assumption has been followed by virtually every writer on the matter since 1965.(4)  

     David Jackson almost gets it right by sticking to the primary sources, but in my humble opinion, 

he misinterprets the evidence before him by suggesting that the Zulu bivouac was to the north of the 

camp, on the upper Ngwebeni stream.(5) In the 37 years since his otherwise admirable articles were 

written, Jackson has “seen nothing that has significantly altered [his] previous interpretation”,(6) and 

continues to hold the same view on this matter.(7) He is, however, only able to make the primary 

evidence of the discovery fit the events by altering the location of the bivouac. 

      Shortly after his arrival at the Isandlwana camp, Colonel Anthony Durnford despatched two 

troops of Zikhali’s Horse to reconnoitre the plateau to the north and drive off bands of Zulu 

wandering about. The black horsemen were led by their troop commanders, Lieutenants Raw and 

Roberts under the command of Captain William Barton, commanding Zikhali’s Horse. (8) They 

were accompanied by Captain George Shepstone, Political Assistant to Colonel Durnford (and 

unofficial chief staff officer), and his friend James Hamer, a civilian storekeeper with Durnford’s 

force.(9) After some time pursuing their patrol, the discovery of the Zulu army took place, but not as 

described by Morris. Let us review the primary evidence.  

   

      First, the official version: 

It appears that Lieutenant Raw’s troop of Basutos, which had been sent out to reconnoitre 

on the high ground north of the camp, had, after going some 3 or 4 miles, come on a herd of 

cattle which they had followed over a small rising ground. From the top of this they had 

seen the Zulu army about a mile off advancing in line, and extending towards its left. (10) 

 

     How is it possible to reconcile Morris’s assertion that an observer saw them immediately below 

him in a ravine, ‘sitting in utter silence’, with this statement, which says they were seen a mile away 

and advancing in line? 

     Lieutenant Charles Raw’s only account of the event is as follows: 

We left camp, proceeding over the hills, Captain George Shepstone going with us. The enemy in 

small clumps retiring before us for some time, drawing us four or five miles from the camp when 



they turned and fell upon us, the whole army showing itself from behind the hill in front where they 

had evidently been waiting.(11) 

 

     This statement makes no mention of a ravine, simply of a hill behind which the Zulu army was 

concealed. The distance of ‘four or five miles’ should also be noted, because the lip of Mabaso is 

over six miles (ten kilometres) away as the crow flies. Next, the account of James Hamer, who had 

ridden out in company with Captain George Shepstone and Lieutenant Raw, and was thus very close 

to the point of discovery: 

Very soon after the Mounted Native Horse had arrived they were sent out to cover [the] 

hills on the left of the Camp, Captain George Shepstone in command. I went along with 

him, and after going some little way, we tried to capture some Cattle. They disappeared 

over a ridge, & on coming up we saw the Zulu, like Ants, in front of us, in perfect order as 

quiet as mice & stretched across in an even line. We estimated those we saw at 12000.
 
(12) 

 

     Once again, this does not in any way describe the discovery of an army concealed in a narrow, 

steep-sided valley; he says that the Zulu were “in front of us’, not ‘below us’, and nor does the 

phrase “some little way” describe a spot six miles away. Finally, the evidence of a senior native non-

commissioned officer of Roberts’ troop, and himself a brother of Zikhali: 

We saw a handful (not many) of Zulu, who kept running from us. All of a sudden, just as 

Mr. Shepstone joined me on the crest of a ridge, the army of Zulu sprung up 15,000 men (if 

all there according to Mr. Drummond and Mr Longcast, interpreters);(13) 

 

     In each case, the evidence points to the mounted troop or troops crossing a ridge and finding the 

impi extended across their front, at some considerable distance, an impossible description for a mass 

of warriors in a deep ravine only some 70 metres below them. 

    When the Zulu army left Ulundi on the 17
th

 January,(14) its generals, Ntshingwayo kaMahole and 

Mavumengwana kaNdlela, could not have known that their adversary would set up his camp at 

Isandlwana, since the British did not begin the march from the left bank of the Mzinyathi river until 

the morning of the 20th. Their first inkling would have been later on the 20
th

 when the Zulu were 

nearing isiPhezi and the Isandlwana camp was being established. Zulu observers would have 

reported the site of the camp almost concurrently with the planting of the first tent-pole. The Zulu 

generals, established in their penultimate bivouac on the northern flank of isiPhezi, would then have 

given serious consideration to attacking the camp from the hills in the north-east because a direct 

approach across the plain would have been suicidal. It would also be an unexpected quarter from 

which an assault might be launched, as subsequently proved to be the case. 

    The suggestion that an attack be made through the Mangeni valley, thus cutting off the British 

force from its supply base, presumably Rorke’s Drift,(15) was probably never seriously considered 

by the Zulu leaders, if only because it would have involved crossing the Mzinyathi river, which 

Cetshwayo had specifically forbidden them to do.(16) 

     The departure of Dartnell’s mounted men and the 3
rd

 Regiment NNC on their ‘reconnaissance in 

force’ on the morning of the 21
st
, innocent though it might have seemed, was the first step in the 

process of dividing Chelmsford’s forces. The subsequent actions of Matshana kaMondisa and his 

people during the late afternoon effectively screened the movement of the Zulu army, in small 

groups at a time, from isiPhezi to the Ngwebeni valley behind Mabaso hill. This movement in small 

groups prolonged the time taken to complete the move until late in the day, many arriving at the 

Ngwebeni after dark. 

     The closest the British came to an early discovery of the Zulu force was the patrol made by 

Lieutenant E.S. Browne with elements of the Mounted Infantry on the same morning. (17) 

Penetrating almost as far as isiPhezi itself, Browne’s patrol was fired upon by groups of Zulu but 

failed to recognise the army for what it was because of its being split into small groups of men, 

widely dispersed. There is no evidence to support the view that Matshana was acting under the 

orders of the army’s leaders in providing a diversion to hoodwink the British, although the results of 

his actions were entirely the same. Rather, the evidence points to a disagreement between them, 

resulting in their giving Matshana the slip and thus leaving him behind. (18)   

     As late as the night of the 21
st
 January, the Zulu may well have intended to stay in the ravine, out 

of sight, until the 23
rd

, because of the ‘dead’ moon on the 22nd, (19) and also perhaps because 

Tshingwayo was indeed under instructions to open last-minute negotiations with the British before 

resorting to open warfare. (20) It is also very possible that even then he entertained some doubts 

about his ability to keep his army concealed for another 36 hours. 



     Imagine Ntshingwayo’s astonishment, then, when at dawn on the 22
nd

, Chelmsford led five 

companies of the 2/24
th

, four guns and most of the remaining mounted men to rendezvous with 

Dartnell at the base of the bare shoulder of Hlazakazi, some eleven kilometres (seven miles) from 

the camp, still further dividing his forces. The Zulu commanders saw the camp almost entirely 

deprived of its most formidable weapon, the mounted troops, and half of the infantry. No wonder 

that a group of Zulu chiefs was moved to say, after the battle,  

You gave us the battle that day … for you dispersed your army in small parties all over the 

country. (21) 

   

     In so doing, Chelmsford also overlooked an undertaking he had made to himself the previous 

day: he would no longer make a thorough reconnaissance of the plateau to the north-east.(22) But it 

really was no longer necessary that he do so: he thought he now knew where the Zulu impi was, and 

set out to attack it.  

     Ever fluid, the fertile minds of the Zulu generals saw that this new move by the British opened a 

window of opportunity for them to launch an attack on the depleted force defending the camp. It was 

essential to the Zulu plan, though, that the time between beginning the assault on the camp and its 

overrun should be as short as possible, to minimise the exposure of the warriors to the heavy rifle 

fire that they knew they must expect. It would therefore be necessary to insinuate the regiments still 

closer to the Isandlwana camp before beginning the attack. As for the superstition against fighting 

on the day of an inauspicious moon, Ntshingwayo evidently decided to ignore it, as did Godide 

kaNdlela when he attacked Colonel Pearson’s Right Column at Nyezane on that same morning. 

      To argue that the Zulu were too strongly superstitious to attack on that day is to suggest that this 

applied only to the leadership, since the corollary is that the impetuous warriors who disobeyed their 

leaders were not. (23) Furthermore, the argument that Godide was forced to battle by Hart’s NNC 

Company is also untenable. The Zulu left horn was already well advanced in its deployment behind 

Wombane Hill, the right had begun do so, and the head occupied the ridge immediately in front of 

the advancing column. There had to be an engagement that day and Godide had already committed 

himself to it. The scenario is much the same as Isandlwana: the early discovery of an army preparing 

its attack. 

     The new synthesis presented in Lock and Quantrill’s recently published work argues that the 

battle began early in the morning of the 22
nd

, when the two furthest vedettes were driven from their 

posts, and despite a forlorn attempt by Lieutenant F.J.D. Scott of the Natal Carbineers, never 

regained them.(24)  While this need not have been the start of the battle, it certainly heralded the 

commencement of hostilities and is regarded by this writer simply as a prelude to the deployment of 

the Zulu regiments more closely to the camp, this being a prerequisite if they were to avoid a lengthy 

confrontation with the Martini-Henry rifle. 

     As Lock and Quantrill state, two vedettes were indeed driven from their posts but I believe that 

they were on Ithusi Hill and the Qwabe knoll. (25) The Zulu therefore gained control of the plateau 

between the Mabaso and Ithusi hills, and also the Isandlwana plain to the south-east of Mabaso as 

far as Qwabe; it was time for the next stage: 

During the night of the 21st January they [the Zulu] were ordered to move in small 

detached bodies to a position about a mile and a half to the east of the camp at 

Isandula, on a stony table-land about 1,000 yards distant from and within view of the 

spot visited by Lord Chelmsford and Colonel Glyn on the afternoon of the 21st 

January. (26) 

 

     The orders could not have been given during the night, but were certainly given early the 

following morning soon after Chelmsford departed, which was before dawn; there is, however, no 

doubting the description of the place to which they were to move from the ravine: it was the dead 

ground between the Mabaso and Ithusi hills and almost certainly onto the western end of the plain 

behind Nyezi. They seem not to have moved in any numbers towards Nyezi until about 8.30 a.m. 

(27) and one must assume that the decision for the attack had been made before then. But still the 

attack was delayed. Foraging parties had already moved up on to the plateau in sufficient numbers to 

cause the camp to stand-to at about 8.00 a.m.: 

We found Captain Barry and Lieutenant Vereker watching some Zulus about half a mile 

from them in the plain. (28) 

 

     This report also caused Lieutenant-Colonel Pulleine to send off his first message to Chelmsford.  

     The principal reason for the delay in completing the deployment was that the Zulu needed to 

again move their men in small groups. We have already noted the extended time taken to move from 



isiPhezi; the shorter move to their final positions also took a considerable time because of the 

necessity to conceal this movement from the remaining vedettes. It is also likely that the right horn 

began to move out along the upper Ngwebeni valley. 

     The defect in the Zulu plan now emerged: the camp was not to remain devoid of mounted men. 

Colonel Anthony Durnford arrived about 10.30 a.m. with, among others, five troops of native horse. 

Almost immediately, and as a result of the disturbing reports given to him by Pulleine, he sent back 

Lieutenant Vause with one troop of Zikhali’s Horse to provide additional security for his baggage 

train. (29) Perhaps half an hour later, needing more information to resolve conflicting reports from 

the plateau, and to remove a Zulu threat which seemed to be getting out of control, he sent out the 

two remaining troops of Zikhali’s Horse with their commanding officer, Captain William Barton. As 

we have seen earlier, while Barton went with Lieutenant Roberts’ troop, Captain Shepstone and his 

friend Hamer accompanied that of Lieutenant Raw. 

     Before his own departure across the plain with the remainder of his command, Durnford 

despatched Lieutenant Higginson to the plateau, for a second time, to pass on his orders to Barton 

and Shepstone to support his advance.
 
 He never reached them: 

I rode off, followed by Serjeant-Major Williams, and on getting into the plain on the other 

side of the hill we saw the mounted Contingent about a mile from us; on coming within 200 

yards of them I saw Captain Barry, with some of his outlying picquet, and at the same time 

saw a large number of Zulu coming from the rocks at the foot of the hill facing us.
 
(30) 

 

     David Jackson estimates that Higginson would have taken about 20 minutes to reach Shepstone, 

riding at 10 miles (16 kilometres) an hour. (31) Sir Garnet Wolseley estimated similar travel times 

by horse: 

… when going at a good pace, a horse trots easily 8½ miles an hour; the gallop is  at the 

rate of 12 miles an hour.(32) 

 

     This gives us an opportunity to determine where Jackson thought Shepstone then was, because 

the distance Higginson could have travelled in that time must have been only about 5 kilometres. 

Examination of a map places his furthest point of travel near the ridge of Ithusi Hill almost 

immediately after the discovery of the Zulu army, and nowhere near Mabaso. 

       Consider next the time taken for Higginson to return to the camp to warn Pulleine. He arrived at 

the same time as Captain Gardner, between noon and 1 p.m. A more exact time would be shortly 

after noon, about 12.10 p.m. If the discovery occurred just before noon, say about 11.50 a.m., how 

then could Higginson have ridden a distance of perhaps 11 kilometres (almost seven miles) in 20 

minutes, a speed calculated to be 33 kilometres (20.4 miles) an hour. General Wolseley, in the 

quotation above, gives the gallop as only 12 miles an hour. Assuming Higginson began at Ithusi, 

however, then he rode only about 6 kilometres (3.7 miles), and his speed was a much more 

acceptable 18 kilometres (11 miles) an hour. This surely is ample evidence that the discovery could 

not have occurred on the lip of the Mabaso Hill ravine, which is five kilometres further to the north-

east of Ithusi. 

     From the evidence previously reviewed, the mounted men had climbed a slight rise, but it was 

not Mabaso at all, as has previously been generally accepted, but the flanks of Ithusi Hill. This is 

also amply demonstrated by a statement of Henry Francis Fynn jr.: 

They observed the Zulu showing over a cock’s comb rocky side of a ravine from the north-

westerly direction (Sanhlwana being on the south from that point) and fired upon them. It 

was the Zulu army there concealed, and their plans thus disturbed, they rose like swarms of 

bees. (33) 

 

     Ithusi has a prominent cock’s comb rocky peak which overlooks the Isandlwana plain, but it also 

consists of a lower L-shaped ridge which stretches back several hundred metres across the plateau. 

(34)   Furthermore, the view east from the Ithusi ridge gives one the impression of looking into a 

very broad ravine stretching to Mabaso Hill; such is the height of the ridge above the eastern side of 

the plateau. 

     We can now finally reconcile the statements of the Narrative and the participants in the discovery 

much more readily, because, having breasted the Ithusi ridge, they were presented with the sight of 

part of the Zulu army, many still in the process of leaving the Mabaso ravine in preparation for the 

advance towards the camp, but previously hidden by the bulk of the Ithusi ridge. The umCijo 

regiment was already lying close under Ithusi itself: 



Just after the sun had come up on the Sunday, we crept towards the white men’s tents. We 

crawled along in the grass with the white men shooting at us until we got within assegai-

throw of them. (35) 

 

     (Gumpega uses the name ‘Sunday’ here to describe what to him was a special day, the day of the 

‘dead’ moon, in much the same way as the white men treated Sunday as a special day. The 22
nd

 

January was, in fact, a Wednesday.) (36) 

We were lying in the hills up there, when one of our scouting parties came back followed 

by a number of mounted men; they were most of them natives, but some were whites. They 

fired upon us. Then the whole impi became very excited and sprang up. When the 

horsemen saw how numerous we were they began to retreat. We formed up in rank and 

marched towards the camp. (37) 

 

     The statement does not say: “We were lying in a valley up there.” It is clear that many of the 

Mbonambi had already left the ravine and were awaiting the emergence of the remainder. It is also 

clear that the umCijo (also known as the uKandempemvu) regiment were on the plateau: 

On the morning of the battle we heard firing of the English advance guard who had 

engaged Matshana’s men and it being reported that the Ngobamakosi were engaged, we 

went up from the valley to the top of Ingqutu, which was between us and the camp; we then 

found that the Ngobamakosi were not engaged, but were quietly encamped lower down the 

valley. We saw a body of horse coming up the hill towards us from the Sandhlwana side. 

We opened fire on them, and then the whole of our army rose and came up the hill. (38) 

     

     This account makes it clear that at least a part of the inGobamakhosi regiment had already left the 

ravine and was in the valley between Ithusi and Mabaso (and not the valley of the Ngwebeni, as has 

hitherto been assumed). Uguku ascribes the move to inquisitiveness as to the rumoured involvement 

of the inGobamakhosi; they were, in fact, ordered forward and found the inGobamakhosi already 

there, lying quietly. Nor does Uguku suggest that the umCijo moved back to the ravine when they 

found the rumour to be unfounded. Finally, there is also an unstated period of time between leaving 

the ravine and the arrival of the mounted troops. 

However, as I said, the Natal natives fired upon our impi & our men could not be restrained 

from attacking them and our whole force advanced towards the camp, from the Nqutu 

range. (39) 

 

     These interpretations are also confirmed by the statement of Mehlokazulu: 

The Zulu regiments were all lying in the valley I have mentioned, but the Umcityu made 

their appearance under the Nqutu range, and were seen by the mounted men of the English 

forces, who made at the Umcityu, not seeing the main body of the army. They fired, and all 

at once the main body of the Zulu army arose in every direction, on hearing the firing. (40) 

 

     From these descriptions, one can conjecture that the Zulu force had already begun to deploy to 

the area between the ravine and Ithusi, and that one or more regiments were already there lying in 

the grass to the east of Ithusi, including the umCijo. From the words of the Narrative quoted above, 

it also seems plain that at the time of the discovery, the Zulu right horn was making its way west 

along the Ngwebeni stream, well out of sight of the camp below the escarpment and still hidden 

from the remaining vedettes. 

     The deployment was not only across the plateau: regiments resting lower down the ravine 

towards the plain, such as the uVe of the left horn, chose not to go up to the plateau at all but 

attacked directly across the plain, probably from behind Nyezi, to which they had already advanced: 

Some of the enemy then came out of Isandhlwana and we were told of that by our spies.  

On hearing that we said we were not going to sit still on our mats, so we got up and after 

going about a mile we came up against them, on a flat bit of country near a small 

stream.(41) 

 

     This statement obviously refers to the confrontation with Colonel Durnford’s troops as they 

moved east across the plain. 

     When the discovery is explained in this way, the statements of the various participants make 

sense, which they most certainly do not if one assumes that the location of the discovery to be the lip 

of the ravine behind Mabaso Hill. Further, it explains why an otherwise astute writer like David 



Jackson could be misled into believing that these Zulu units, soon to be north of the British camp, 

had been in their overnight bivouac. 

     It is interesting to note that the only modern account which uses the primary sources to perhaps 

reach a reasonable, if still ambiguous, conclusion is also the earliest, and was written by a 

professional historian, thus: 

The Basutos [Native Mounted Contingent] climbed the plateau and spread out over it. No 

Zulu were seen at first, only a herd of cattle. The Basutos rode on to round it up. Presently 

they came to the brink of a valley, and saw, about a mile off, what they had never dreamed 

of seeing. Thousands of Zulu were gathered there. Most of them were sitting on the ground, 

taking their ease. One body was moving westwards, probably taking up position to encircle 

the north flank of the camp at the appointed time. (42) 

 

     The valley was, of course, that between Ithusi and Mabaso hills, and not that of the Ngwebeni 

stream. 
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